Control of nonlinear instabilities in Bessel beams using shaped longitudinal intensity profiles
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Abstract: We show that tailored longitudinal intensity shaping of a non-diffracting Bessel beam can strongly reduce four wave mixing induced oscillations and stabilize nonlinear propagation at ablation-level intensities.

OCIS codes: (190.0190) Nonlinear optics; (140.3300) Laser beam shaping; (320.0320) Ultrafast optics.

Diffraction-free Bessel beams exploit conical energy flow to yield a near-uniform intensity distribution along a line focus. For high power laser pulses injected into dielectrics, this beam structure can sustain quasi propagation-invariant regimes of filamentation, which are highly advantageous in reducing nonlinear distortion and instabilities during propagation. However, residual nonlinear effects can still take place and induce significant oscillations of the on-axis intensity, which is detrimental in creating longitudinally-uniform structures in material processing [1].

In this work, we show analytically and numerically that these intensity variations can be reduced through suitable shaping of the longitudinal intensity variation of the Bessel beam [2] injected into the dielectric. Figure 1 shows the problem we aim to solve. We plot results from numerical simulations of nonlinear propagation in fused silica of a Bessel-Gauss beam (generated e.g. from an axicon) taking into account Kerr effect in a nonlinear Schrödinger equation model. Space-time effects and ionization are ignored in a first step. Figure 1(b) shows the profile of the on-axis intensity of the central core, where we see significant intensity modulation along z due to the generation of new spatial frequencies from four wave mixing (FWM) [1,3]. The corresponding z-evolution of the spatial spectrum is shown in Fig. 1(c). After an initial stage of spectral broadening (propagation distance 0-2000 µm), FWM between frequencies generated from the broadening pump around \( k_0 \) generates an axial wave (\( k_z \sim 0 \)) and a secondary Bessel beam (\( k_z \sim \sqrt{2} k_0 \)). Experimental signatures of this behavior have been reported in Ref. [3].

We use a recently developed flexible experimental approach to using a phase-only spatial light modulator to create Bessel beams with arbitrary longitudinal intensity profile at high intensity [2]. We have numerically modelled the nonlinear propagation of such arbitrary profiles, and considered three target intensity profiles as shown in Fig. 2(a) consisting of: a (usual) Bessel-Gauss profile (green dashed line) as in Fig. 1; a linear leading edge, constant intensity and parabolic decaying trailing edge (blue dashed line); a parabolic increase leading edge, constant intensity and parabolic decay trailing edge (red solid line).

The simulation results showing on-axis line profiles of the nonlinear evolution are shown in Fig. 2(b) and it is clear there is significant qualitative difference in the observed behavior. Specifically, the case of parabolic leading and trailing edges on either side of a zone of constant intensity (red curve) can be seen to lead to significantly reduced nonlinear oscillations. It is very apparent that the progressive intensity rise follows the target profile. Fig. 2(c) shows the evolution of the spatial spectrum with propagation distance. It illustrates clearly the large suppression of the additional spectral components around \( k_z \sim \sqrt{2} k_0 \) and \( k_z \sim 0 \) for the case of the parabolic intensity increase.
Fig 2. Simulation of the nonlinear propagation of three Bessel beams with different a) target on-axis intensity profiles. Evolution of their respective b) on-axis intensities and c) spatial spectra along propagation.

To theoretically explain these features, we have studied the generation of new spectral components through the four wave mixing process (FWM). We have analytically explained that the input spectral phase is a key parameter to explain the growth of novel spectral components by FWM. We plot the results of our analytical model in Fig. 3 below. The efficiency of the FWM process is much higher (Fig. 3(c), top) if the input beams have a quasi-flat spectral phase (Fig. 3(b), blue & green), which is the case for the linear ramp and the Bessel Gauss profiles. In contrast, it is greatly reduced for the parabolic intensity growth (Fig. 3(c), bottom), where the input spatial spectrum has a rapidly varying phase evolving as a parabola (Fig. 3(b), red). The results of our reduced analytical model are in good agreement with the full numerical model of Fig. 2.

Fig 3. Semi-analytical results using our reduced FWM model: a) Target intensity profiles, b) corresponding input spectral phase distributions and c) the evolution of the spatial spectra (dB) along propagation in case of a quasi-flat (top) and parabolic (bottom) spectral phase distributions.

Additional time-resolved numerical simulations including nonlinear losses by multiphoton ionization also show comparable behavior. Our numerical results clearly show the potential of longitudinal beam shaping to control nonlinear intensity instabilities and open novel perspectives to control nonlinear propagation and filamentation.
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